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Reviewer's report:

The paper describes a rare but plausible event after the injection of an anti-vegf, the precipitation of an angle closure attack. It may be the first case described, but it always dangerous to aver that this is so. "likely the first description or may be the first description" would be better. Also, the consideration that volume of the eye being injected is so important may not be true. The key element is ocular rigidity, and though volume of the recipient globe may be an important variable, it turns out that buckled eyes, for instance, are less likely to show a pressure rise from an injection than an unbuckled eye, yet the volume of an eye that has been scleral buckled is less than in the unbuckled state. See Friberg TR and Fourman SB: Scleral buckling and ocular rigidity: Clinical ramifications. Arch Ophthalmol. 108:1622-1627, 1990.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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